For more information on any of our compression hosiery please call our dedicated customer care line on 01264 326 666 - once connected you have three options:

• for Sales and Customer service - please press 1
• for Made to Measure - please press 2
• for Accounts - please press 3

or if you prefer why not visit our website at www.sigvaris.co.uk

SIGVARIS BRITAIN LTD, 4 Sopwith Park, Royce Close, Andover, Hampshire SP10 3TS

Sigvaris are the world leaders in the field of medical compression stockings, available in over 70 countries worldwide.

SIGVARIS® and SIGVARIS® TRADITIONAL 500, MAGIC, COMFORT and COTTON are registered trademarks of SIGVARIS® Management Ag, St Gallen, Switzerland

Available on FP10
YOUR PERSONAL BENEFITS

with a complete range of SIGVARIS® Made-To-Measure stockings

COMFORT

- Unisex product
- Easy to put on and take off
- Offers all day comfort
- Available in six great colours

COTTON

- 100% cotton against the skin
- Soft and smooth
- Ideal for all seasons and sensitive skin

MAGIC

- Sheer and elegant
- Fashionable for all seasons
- A choice of six modern colours
- Soft and comfortable

TRADITIONAL 500

- Ideal alternative to flat knit hosiery
- Highly effective for severe oedema
- Natural rubber that is robust but comfortable
Correct measurements are vital

Only if the measurements are taken exactly and individually, the Made-to-Measure stocking will give an optimal therapeutic effect. We recommend to use the SIGVARIS Measurement System. Please measure the leg from distal to proximal. Measurements should be taken (if ever possible) in the morning. The measurement tape should be put tight around the leg, but it should not constrict. The drawing of the leg on our order form and the following instructions will assist you with taking the correct measurements.

Your assistance is appreciated and will help us to supply your patients with correctly fitted SIGVARIS Made-to-Measure stockings. We are ready to answer any additional questions by phone, fax or e-mail. Your SIGVARIS team.

**INSTRUCTIONS FOR TAKING MEASUREMENTS**

- **Circumference a**
  - Circumference of the foot at the head of the metatarsus

- **Length A-A and A-H**
  - For stockings with open toe, measure the foot length from the head of the metatarsus to the heel. For stockings with closed toe, measure the total foot length from the tip toe to the heel.

- **Circumference h**
  - Measure heel/instep. Foot in maximum dorsal flexure.

- **Circumference b and Length A-B**
  - Measure the circumference b at the thinnest part at the ankle and the length from heel to point B.

- **Circumference b**
  - Measure heel/instep. Foot in maximum dorsal flexure.

- **Circumference b**
  - The circumference b is measured at the beginning of the calf muscle/exit of achilles tendon. The length A-B.

- **Circumference c and Length A-C**
  - The circumference c is measured at the widest circumference of the calf. Length measurement A-C.

- **Circumference d and Length A-D**
  - Circumference d and length A-D are measured at head of fibula.

- **Circumference e and Length A-E**
  - The circumference e is measured over the middle of the patella. The knee should be slightly flexed. The length A-E is measured at the straight leg.

- **Circumference f and Length A-F**
  - The circumference f and the length A-F are measured at mid-thigh.

- **Circumference g and Length A-G**
  - The circumference g and the length A-G are measured approx. 5cm below the crotch.

- **Circumference h and Length Meas. A-H**
  - The circumference h and the length A-H are measured at the biggest circumference of the hip.

- **Circumference i and Length Meas. A-T**
  - The circumference i and length A-T are measured at the waist.

- **Panty section K-T front**
  - Measurement from crotch to waist

- **Panty section K-T back**
  - Measurement from bottom wrinkle to waist
ADDITIONAL MODELS

Examples

One leg Panty and one leg Panty with body part in slip form, as alternative to thigh with waist attachment.

Panty Bodyform with shaping and compressing panty section.

Call (AD) with grip-top. Avoids sliding down in case of conically shaped lower legs.

Call (AD), Half thigh (AF) and Thigh (AG) may be ordered with various types of grip-tops:
- lace grip-top
- knobbed grip-top
- satin/knobbed grip-top

Panty for Men are available with or without fly.

Panty for Men are available either with left, right or horizontal fly.

All models for women and men are available with open or closed toe.

All Pantys have an adjustable rubber waist attachment. Knitted-in-waist attachment available upon special request.

For more information on any of our compression hosiery please call our dedicated customer care line on 01264 326 666 - once connected you have three options:

- for Sales and Customer service - please press 1
- for Made to Measure - please press 2
- for Accounts - please press 3

or if you prefer why not visit our website at www.sigvaris.co.uk

SIGVARIS BRITAIN LTD, 4 Sopwith Park, Royce Close, Andover, Hampshire SP10 3TS

Sigvaris are the world leaders in the field of medical compression stockings, available in over 70 countries worldwide.

SIGVARIS® and SIGVARIS® TRADITIONAL 500, MAGIC, COMFORT and COTTON are registered trademarks of SIGVARIS® Management Ag, St Gallen, Switzerland